
7 TIPS FOR WRITING A CODE OF ETHICS

Incorporate these top ten tips to write an amazing code of ethics. 7. Get an ethicist to review. Hiring on professional help
is a luxury for some.

Given all of these roles that a code can play, it makes sense to get the code right. They told purposefully
difficult stories that were designed to develop thoughts and questions in the readers, not to give them answers.
Similarly, you share in the responsibility for whatever good and bad actions, attitudes, and thoughts come
from your story. Writing a code of conduct Writing a code of conduct As a business owner, you will have
certain expectations of how your staff should behave. A code generally embodies the standards that a company
sets itself and possibly other standards that others encourage it to adopt. If you enjoy my reviews, please feel
free to share my articles with friends, add it to your favorites, become a watcher on my page, or send send a
llama my way! Getting staff input When writing your code of conduct, you should consult your staff and
stakeholders for their input. Strive to be transparent and encourage feedback from your employees. So, the
code should coordinate with these policies to ensure that employees receive consistent direction. This is
surprising given the relatively little that is needed to develop a truly impactful code of conduct. Rituals â€”
Activities employees engage in that reflect a uniqueness of the business. Dig Deeper: What Enron didn't teach
us How to Write a Code of Ethics for Business: Particular Pitfalls Some ethical dilemmas can reverberate
much more powerfully through a small business than through a larger corporation. The Ethics Resource
Center is an Arlington, Virginia-based non-profit that provides among other things, updates on federal policy
connected to business ethics, surveys on topics such as how the recession is impacting ethics, and links to
other resources around the web. Ultimately, this results to a healthy and productive relationship between
employees, teams, and the overall organization. Published on: Feb 24,  Incorporates a Unifying Concept The
better codes of conduct incorporate a multi-faceted concept that pervades the document. Active voice tends to
convey ideas more clearly and with fewer words than passive voice requires. But in some organizations, a
different approach to the code may be most useful. Define and align your morals. In doing so, it provides
clarity regarding expectations that employees can take comfort in. What do you think of the draft ethical
guidelines? Consider including ethical behavior in employee performance metrics and reviews. All these
actions significantly pull down the morale of employees, causing them to distrust their leaders and eventually,
leave the organization. So it is with a code of conduct. The five components of an overall code of conduct
program include: Code publication â€” The publication is the starting point for a successful code program.
Also, the code should be easy to read, with shorter sentences, easy-to-understand words, terms and phrases.
Who you are as an individual is a huge factor in the way you lead your employees. Provides staff with a
roadmap and tools for their daily work. Can we improve our ethical performance? They need to be reliable,
have a strong commitment to the company's success, and good people skills. This tool varies based on
industry, but most ethical decision-making frameworks have similar steps: 7. When I did a study on old
Hasidic parables, I learned that the Hasidic rabbis did not tell simplistic parables with simplistic messages. If
moral behavior were simply following rules, we could program a computer to be moral. How to Write a Code
of Ethics for Business: Who to Turn to for Help While it can be valuable to consult a lawyer when drafting a
code of ethics, "[a] lawyer is not really an ethics individual," explains Fraedrich. Pursue to be better. Imagine
that a close friend is telling you a story about something that happened to them. However, Dr. Having a
written code of conduct is important, as it provides clear instructions about what your staff can and can't do.
This can creates trust issues with employees and kepp them from being proactive with their concerns. But the
quality among them varies substantially. How to Be an Ethical Leader: 7 Tips 1.


